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Having a run of bad luck or feeling cursed? Are you under attack from a bully, a harsh boss or a

mean partner?Magickal ProtectionÃ‚Â can shield you from all kinds of psychic attack, mental

cruelty and physical violence. It will stop curses, psychic attack and remove all supernatural

dangers.You can protect your self, your home, your money, your work and your loved ones, with a

series of simple rituals. If you are afraid of violence, robbery, random accidents or personal attacks,

make yourself safe with magick.Whether you are dealing with a vicious relative, a subtle aggressor

or a truly malicious enemy, this magick can bring you authentic safety.Even if magick is new to you,

everything you need to know is included in these pages.Ã‚Â Magickal ProtectionÃ‚Â is perfect for

beginners, while giving advanced protection to experienced occultists. This angelic magick is

completely safe, doing harm to none, but keeping you free from danger.Acclaimed author Damon

Brand works with the powerful Gallery of Magick, revealing the most practical secrets of magick.He

says, &apos;There are thousands of reasons why this book can work for you, keeping you safe from

strange psychic dangers, or preventing something as ordinary and deadly as a random road

accident.&apos;You will discover how to:Use the most powerful banishing and protection ritualsStop

curses and bad luckProtect against stalkers and abusersPrevent hacking and identity theftTravel

with complete magickal protectionSilence gossip andÃ‚Â rumorsSafeguard your home and

possessionsStop people from draining your energyThe book shows you how to work with angels

and genius spirits (which are known as &apos;personified virtues&apos;). That means the magick is

safe. This is not a book of theory. It&apos;s about practical magick, and as you can see from

reviews, it works well for those who actually use it.Damon says, &apos;You don&apos;t need

wands, incense, robes or candles. The magick in this book is simple to use and can make your life

calmer and safer. It will clear away past problems and prevent you from being hurt again. Follow the

instructions confidently and you will get the protection you need.&apos;
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If you're like me, you've read Regardie. Mathers. Gardner. You've practiced through Penczac's

Inner Temple. Attuned to Reiki. Learned Alpha meditation, Theta meditation, and (mainly) fallen

asleep in Delta. You've affirmed, zeroed, yoga'd, ho'opo'ono'onoed, taiji'd, circled, built altars, astral

traveled, self-initiated, joined Masons or some other lodge, chaos'd, self-hypnotized, Quantum

Touched, Theta Commanded, gone to classes, bought audio programs, video programs, internet

programs, are on 10 different email lists, and banished daily.All for questionable results.Until now.If

you're reading this, you haven't done it. Stop reading.The rituals are easy. Explanations are plain, in

common language, and prevalent. Descriptions are many.The banishing ritual, instead of waving

stuff around and chanting for 5 minutes that makes your spouse wonder if they should call a priest

or exorcist, can be mentally done and felt quickly.And if you do the Master Protection Ritual for all

33 days, you'll notice threads and imbedded meanings within it, and how it is subtly changing

you.Well, at least that's what I found.

This author doesn't waste any time getting right to the practical application of working with the

Magickal Angels of protection. His style of writing is clear, concise, humble, yet extremely effective

and powerful!I am tempted at this point, to buy all of his books. It's funny how the Universe knows

just when and just what book to put in your hands at the right time. If you've run across this book,

my message to you is to listen to your guidance and read it.I've read just about every book out there

on Magickal Protection, and NONE of them worked like this one. Consider your problem

done....over...once you read this book. It has a high vibrational energy to it, which is nice, because it

allows you to take back your own power without causing harm to anyone else, or future karma for



yourself. I'd rate it 6 Stars if I could. Best Book!

Here in New England, we have had an awful year for snow. Having had so much of it throughout the

winter, I should have been driving at a much slower pace than I was, while I was driving home from

work in yet another snow squall on Friday. I don't know if I thought that the snow was still lighter at

that point, or what. But the roads were untouched, they hadn't been treated with salt or plowed, and

as I went around a corner going up a hill at 45 miles per hour in a 45 mph zone, I lost control of the

car. I was most certainly going crash into the guard rail on the opposite side of the road. I had split

seconds to think about the Angels in the Sword Ritual that I had been doing in the morning and

evenings, and in my mind, I called out to these Angels in sheer panic, saying "Guys, please help me

not crash!" and it took a couple of seconds (it felt like lifetimes!) but I was able to get the car under

control and did not crash. Not only that, but even though I slowed down a lot, there are certain spots

on back roads that give me a lot of trouble when it snows, but I didn't not even have any trouble at

all the rest of the way home. There is no doubt about it, the Angels from the rituals in this jewel of a

book will protect you physically. You may not realize how extremely valuable that is until you are in

serious jeopardy and wish that someone would come through to help you. If you are on the fence

about buying this book, do yourself a GREAT FAVOR and JUST BUY IT. Do the Sword Ritual &

Master Ritual and get the attention of these Holy Angels, because believe me when I say that you

want them there for you during your time of need. The Master Ritual also has brought the requested

peace and harmony into my life. My boss is going through a rough time in her life, she doesn't

separate work from home, and she has been extremely difficult to work with, to the point where I

have wanted to quit. The last week or so since I started the rituals in this book, she has miraculously

calmed down for the first time in months. The Sword Ritual & the Master Ritual have greatly

enhanced so many areas of my life. It was sheer luck that I came across the books written by this

author, because the rituals in each and every one of his books keep rapidly propelling me towards

the kind of life that I want to live. Especially this book, where you are asking the Angels to safeguard

you from all harm & negativity, and to change your bad luck to good, and to give everything you do

a positive boost. Having these Angels in your corner will be extremely valuable to you, this is not to

miss out on.

I have been practicing Magic for over 22 years and while the authors knowledge of Hebrew

transliteration leaves something to be desired (kaph is a hard "k" sound not a hard "ch" like chet) the

pronunciation guides are effective, and more importantly the Magic is effective. I had been dealing



with severe crossed conditions and curses from trained magicians and had been doing the

necessary LBRP and LBRH to keep the harm at bay but from the very first the Sword Banishing

Ritual and the Master Protection Ritual were instantly and powerfully effective, through using them I

was able to completely overcome the negative conditions caused by the harmful workings against

me. This meant a great deal to me and provided an enormous amount of relief especially since I

was not required to use harmful magic to destroy those attacking me. These books are straight

forward and easy to use and fill a real need for practical workings which can improve the life of the

practitioner here and now.
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